HRD Integrated Services
Unit pre-requisites
UEE41211 Certificate IV in Electrical – Rail Signalling

How to interpret the pre-requisite chart

This unit is a pre-requisite for

this unit

UEENEEN102A Assemble and wire internal electrical rail signalling equipment

UEENEEN103A Install and maintain track circuit leads and bonds

UEENEEN104A Test copper rail signalling cables

UEENEEN105A Install and maintain rail signalling power supplies

UEENEEN109A Install and maintain train detection equipment

UEENEEN108A Install and maintain power operated point actuating devices

UEENEEN107A Install and maintain level crossing equipment

UEENEEN111A Install and maintain trackside signal and train protection equipment

UEENEEN121A Repair rail signalling power and control cables

UEENEEN110A Install and maintain non-vital telemetry systems

OHS

Certificate III or trade equivalent
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